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Dear Members, 

Since the last newsletter, several things 
have happened. I completed all my medical 
treatment and have been back at school since the 
start of term 4. Going back to work was easier 
than I expected, the students and staff were quite 
wonderful and I had plenty of breaks once Year 
12 left for their study leave. The only problem 
was tiredness in the early evening, so I couldn't 
get much done at that time. 

While I was in Sydney having 
radiotherapy, I contacted Gwen Harden at the 
NSW Herbarium which is situated at the Botanic 
Gardens. What I was initially after was a copy 
of the Correas database. When she told me that 
they didn't have one, I volunteered to do the 
data-basing over the six weeks that I. would be 
there. I would finish my treatment around 
lunchtime and then head off to the Herbarium for 
an afternoon's work. 

The first week was a bit hairy as I had to 
learn the vagaries of their program but I learnt 
heaps. People around me got quite used to my 
cries for help as I came across new problems. I 
soon learnt who the copperplate experts were and 
occasionally ran around asking people to 
decipher writing on historical specimens. Lunch 
and afternoon tea breaks were spent with the 
staff who treated me as a colleague, which was 
nice. I managed to get through all but the last 
couple of boxes and Gwen told me that the staff 
would complete the job and mount them as well. 
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the funeral and pass on the Group's 
condolences. Doug was a generous person, 
quietly helping in the background, ensuring that 
what needed to be done got done. T remember 
the camernderie that we sllared on the KX trip and 
the way he supported Rosemary's floral display 
efforts at the ASGAP conference in Adelaide. 
I'm sure Rosemary would love to hear from any 
members who could offer her support. 

If any of you have spare time and would 
like to spend it doing something interesting, I can 
thoroughly recommend becoming an Herbarium 
volunteer. I know that Melbourne needs 
someone to data-base their Correas. You would 
need to be trained first before they let you loose 

Marian Beek's son wrote to me a month 
before her death from cancer to tell me the sad 
news that she was in hospital and didn't have 
very long. During the next few weeks I sent her 
several letters and flowers and received a couple 
of replies via her children. One thing that struck 
me was the spelling of her name. Her family 
called her Marianne so she must hdve anglicised 
it or else other people couldn't spell. I do recall 
however, that she used the shortened form when 
writing to me. I am now on the lookout for a 
good Correa to call 'Marianne'. 

In this newsletter, I'm including the 
snippets from your many letters. Thank you all 
for writing and sharing your information. We 
have more on cultivars including a couple of 
mysteries. If you can help solve a few puzzles, 
please let me know. I finished compiIi11g the 
cul tivars database but there are quite a number of 
gaps, which need filling in. Tl you come across 
any new labels or new forms in the trade, send 
me the details so that I can include it in the 
database. I am including a blank form for you to 
fill in. Rodger Elliott was grateful for the 
cultivars listing and most of them wilI be 
included in the new Encyclopaedia of Australian 
Plants Supplement due out early next year. It will 
also include a section on the new Correa names. 

on the specimens but I promise that it will be I would like to take this opportunity to an interesting experience. thank all the members who sent cards and letters 
during my illness. Your support really helped me This last six months saw the passing of through the dark days. I wish all of you a very Doug Pedler and Marian Beck. Doug went happy Christmas season and look forward to 

suddenly which was a shock to Rosemary and hearing your omas in 1999. 
her family. I was able to contact her just before Cheers, Maria Hitchcock 



From the Members 
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Lloyd Carman writes: 

Cynthia Beasley writes: 

We are delighted how Correas perform 
here in Canberra. The C. reflexa var. speciosa 
from Wilson's Promontory has fared particularly 
well having flowered continually and right 
through our worst winter weather. C. reflexa 
var. speciosa 'Gormondale' still has the odd 
flower and what a lovely bright colour that one 
is. The galahs seem to have taken a liking to 
some of our plants, chomping them off rather 
severely. We are planning to plant many more 
this spring. 

The parrots seem to do the same thing to 
mine, Cynthia Ed. 

Alan Lacey writes: 

Here are a few more cultivars to add to 
your list. 

C. reflexa var. speciosa 'Longford Pines' 
C. reflexa var. speciosa 'Marlo' 
(collected on our Gippsland Correa 
Crawl) 
C. reflexa var. speciosa 'Point Hicks' 
(given to him by Christine Wadey many 
years ago) 
C. reflexa var. speciosa 'Hurstbridge' 

All have beautiful large bright red bells. 

I'm also enjoying 'Marlo' and 'Point 
Hicks'. The latter in particular seems to flower 
all year round. It can be spindly and needs 
constant tip-pruning to help it bush up. Ed. 

Bev Overton from K.I. writes: 

Here are some cuttings of a form of C. 
reflexa from Cockatoo Creek. Cockatoo Creek is 
a minor northern tributary of Cygnet River. It 
becomes Gum Creek as it nears the main portion 
of the river, about 5 kms distant. It is a 
sprawling shrub, 2.5 m across. mainly 80 cm 
high with a few taller stems (1.lm). The flower 
is a dark pink (not quite maroon). The corolla 
tips are green with a smattering of light rusty 
spots. 

From the leaf it looks like another of 
those natural hybrids between C. reflexa var. 
insularis. and C. decumbens. Ed. 

Re the RHS colour cards, I have noticed 
for some years that the Correa flowers of some 
species change several tones of colour at 
different times of the year, e.g., colours deepen 
with the onset of winter and where the reflexed 
tip is coloured whitc, it sometimes appears 
creamy white. Therefore, 1 wonder if a 
simplified colour coding would be a belter 
choice. 

On the headland cliffs between Waitpinga 
and Parson's Beach (SA) can be found C. alba 
var pannosa in both white and pale pink forms. 
C. pulcheIla and C. reflexa can be found further 
southeastwards. 

You're right about the flower colours, 
Lloyd but we do need some metlzod of 
stnndardising colours. Eda 

Bob O'Neill writes: 

Throughout the place the Correas have 
been quite proliCic in their flowering, probably 
the best overall since I've had them, due to the 
light misty rain. Each species of Correa has done 
welI. Some C. lawrencianas would be about 3m 
tall and perhaps up to 4m across. It is interesting 
f hat some plants are much more upright, others 
semi-weeping, some sucker, others have a much 
smaller set of dimensions, differences in leaf 
size, etc. even the density of blossom is 
significant. They are almost a study interest in 
themselves. 

A very robust hybrid has layered so 1 
was able to dig and separate - much quicker than 
cuttings. Cb decumbent;, C .  alba, C. reflexa and 
C. glabra have all layered here, probably 
mulching and a generally moister climate being 
factors. 

Has anyone else experienced plants 
layering ? Ed. 

C. lawrenciana I have used as screening 
plants amidst other plants, especiaIly where there 
is a lillle nlore moisture. I intend to use quite a 
few more for a similar purpose. Not as fast as 
Wattles but good density and size, bird friendly 
and a range of forms for interest. 

Rosemary Pedler writes: 

Several of my Kangaroo Island plants 
have flowered well. 'Loverings' D'Estrees Bay 
and a Cape de Couedic form are both brightly 



coloured and look hardy and strong. 

I finally lost the last C. decumbens 
affinity and to my disappointment, the coastal 
prostrate creamy yellow form from Black Point 
a11 gave up the ghost. 

Weather conditions have not been great 
for the garden. We suffered a locust plague near 
Christmas. I was interested in David Widdop's 
remarks on insect attack as the Correas in my 
garden were all quite untouched by the locusts 
which happily decimated grasses, grevilleas, 
tomatoes, cucumbers, saltbushes and acacias, 
etc. Eremophilas and Myoporums also seemed 
immune. 

Could someone please send Rosemary 
cuttings or plants of the Correas she lost. Since 
enterkg this information from Xosemlzry's letter, 
her husband, Doug, died sudcle~zly . I'm not 
sure what Rosemary's nzovements will be in the 
nexr little while, so it might be an idea if you ring 
her before sc~zdi~zg any currings. Ed 

Anne Dealtry writes: 

We love Correas and they grow well in 
SA. We try to cultivate as many types as we can 
find and introduce them to the market place and 
therefore wider distribution. Landscapers also 
use Correas quite a lot and a new housing 
development has just started and 1500 Correas 
have b m  purchased for use in display gardens. 

Fantastic m w , ~ ,  Anne. If anyone hasn't 
seen the Dealtry's garden, it's a must. h a v e  a lot 
of room in your boot as they have a fantastic 
range of plantsfor sale,, Ed. 

Yvonne Bakes writes: 

This year I've been buying several 
Correa plants to add to the collection and they're 
all planted in a long raised garden where, they get 
lots of afternoon shade from established 
Eucalypts, so I'm looking forward to watching 
them grow! They are as follows: C. pulchella 
Coffin Bay, C. 'Annie's Delight', C. Firebird', 
C. 'Pink Pixie', C .  r a n d y  Pink', C. Clearview 
Giant', C. ' Redex', C. baeuerlenii, 
C .  'Poorinda F<mtasy1 and C .  reflexa -tall form. 

I hope your new garden blooms for you, 
Yvonne. You did the right thing b y  planting 
under the Eucalypts and providing afternoon 
shade. Ed. 
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Trix Chambers writes: 

I do find that if some of the Correas are 
tip-pruned early they are dense enough to choke 
many of the weeds and they keep blooming for 
such a long time too. 

I agree, Trix. Tip-pruning is a must for 
all Correas. It's quite easy. Everytime you go out 
into the garden, snap ofla bit here and tltere and 
a& it to the mulch. Tip-pruning diverts growth 
horrnones and sap back down the stem to the 
next pair qf nodes. They will send out new 
growing lips but you will have double the 
number yoid had before. Each one of these 
shoors will can-yfhwer buds so you also gel 
double the number of  flower:^. Before you know 
it your plants will bush up andflower better tjmn 
ever. Ed. 

Rosey Haas of St. Kilda Indigenous Nursery 
Co-operative writes: 

We are a small community nursery which 
is still learning in many ways. Our particular 
interest in your group is in learning how to better 
propagate the two species of Correa that are local 
to Irerc - Correa reflcxa and Carrea alba. 

Currently we propagate both of these 
plants by cuttings and have only a medium rate 
of success with them. Any advice you could 
give about the time of year to take cuttings, 
hormone strength, types of cuttings, etc. would 
be greatly appreciated. 

Alternately we would love to propagate 
them by seed but this has its own problem, 
mainly that we never seem to see seed on the 
plants! Would this perhaps be due to a lack of 
pollinators? I have seen Correa reflexa seedlings 
near the bigger bushes so it obviously does have 
at least some seed at some time. 

One year we did have some Coma alba 
seed and the seedlings came up a treat but 
haven't had the same luck getting seed any other 
year. Any ideas that you might have to address 
these problems would be a great help. 

Welcome to the group, Ro~le.  Curreas 
are mostly grown by cuttings. The two you 
merzrion are probably Correa reflexa var. 
speciosa and Correa alba var. a fba 1 have found 
var. speeiosa to be nor as easy lo strike as other 
C. reflexa varieties. The best time to take 
cuttings is after flowering, in your case 
Sprirtgtime, when the new growth hns hardened 
Q linle. I fend to cut qfjr any sujl tip-growth. 



Most of us use hormone gel which promotes 
strong root systems. 

As for growing from seed plants front 
the Rutaceae family tend $0 set seed sporadically 
depending on weather cnndilions. This iis why 
you will have llsck one year and not an~ther. It's 
also frustratin f: seeing the capsules jbrin only to 
find the .reed released next time you look. A way 
around this is to use a sleeve of pantyltose 
slipped over the branch. and tied. As the seed 
matures, it falls into the sleeve and can be 
collected later. Correas are pollinated by small 
bids  and I don't think this is your pro Mem. 

Many of us with large collections of 
Correas in the garden have seedlings which 
appear every now and tJzcn. Seeding must he 
tuking plam but you need to keep ra C ~ I - ~ I A ~  watch 
to see it. J have h d  seedlings appcar sffer the 
parent plant has died and there rnay al.ro he m 
inhilitimg factor at play. 

Perhaps one of our Melbourne members 
might like to contact Rosey and have a chat. She 
would then have a local contact who could advise 
her about the indigenous Correas in that area. 
Ed. 

Isobel Hoegh-Guldberg writes: 

I am in Ohcron, having moved from 
Sydney three years ago. T am in the process of 
putting down a predominantly native garden. In 
Oberon you have to have the odd daffodil, 
anything else would be anti-social. being a very 
cold climate I am experimenting to find the best 
plants for this m a .  Coma seems to come up as 
number one amongst my limited numbers. 
Where can I get more Correas apart from the 
ones I grow From cuttings? Are there any 
nurseries with good stocks? 

Welcome to the group, Isobel. I also 
grow dqfftodils and understa~zd the culture of 
your enviro.~fi~~lenf. YOU selecled the rigkt gentas. 
My climate W O U Z ~  be (112 a par with yor.tr.r and I 
scettz ro be able lo grow every Correa. The trick 
is to provide the right shelter and soil conditions. 
Many ofmy Correas arc growing as understorey 
plmts in the shade of larger trees. They also fit 
in well with other exotic plants. 

Those plunted out in the larger part of the 
garden are on drippers. Correas have fairly 
shallow root systems and will dry nub if not 
warered reguJarly especially during a 110s 
surrimer: The larger trees a l , ~  provide some 
frost protection alt/zou;ph IPnd most Correas are 
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very frost hardy. 

If you have a look at the address list at 
the back of this newsletter, you will find a few 
nurseries amongst our members. They would be 
the best source of plants. Most of us are good 
propagators and grow our own. I would be 
happy to send you cuttings at any time. Correas 
are poorly supplied in NSW so you may have 
trouble finding some interesting ones in local 
nurseries. Ed. 

Anne Dealtry writes: 

'To add to the confusion, we have a 
Correa alba x reflexa, with pink and white 
flowers that a visiting Victorian nurseryman took 
cuttings from and now sells as 'Pink Panther'. 
He also saw Correa pulchella salmon form 
(minor-type foliage) that he claims is the most 
prolific flowering form he has seen. he took 
large quantities of cuttings and has had a label 
made called 'Annie's Delight'. 

We have a lovely C. alba x C pulchella? 
hybrid that we purchased many years ago as 
Correa 'Pink Pixie'. The plant has masses of 
pink flowers and is a popular seller in the 
nursery. We decided recently to spend quite a 
few hundred dollars to have a label made. 
Unknown to us, someone else also was having a 
label made for the same plant called Correa 
'Candy Pink'. The general public won't know 
what is going on. 

Also in the newsletter I noticed a 
description of C. 'Dancing Lipsticks. It sounds 
like C. 'Redex' which is being sold in our 
nursery and others for the last few years. The 
photo on the label of C. Redex is a C. reflexa. it 
seems that no photo was available at the time of 
printing, so they used C. reflexa. The flower is 
quite different as it has C. decumbens in the 
parentage. 

'Pink Panther' has not been registereed 
and even more confusing is the fact that there are 
two different plants being sold under that name. 
'Annie's Delight' has also not been registered 
and it may 1,e that if it is the 'minor'forrn fhul 
has been sold for a while, the name 'minor' will 
I~uve to be used as it has been published first. 
'Pink Pixie' hns not been regisrered, but 'Candy 
Pink' has, so the latter name rnccst prevail. C. 
'Redex' has also not been registered and I've 
been told that it is not an acceptable nam.e. As we 
have our application in already, our name C. 
'Dancing Lipsticks' should prevail. I think using 
a different photo is unethical but it seems that 



anything goes these days. Ed. 

Trix Chambers writes: 

While at the ASGAP Conference in 
Adelaide, ]I bought a plant called 'Sauce Factory' 
being quite intrigued with the name. When it 
flowered I found that i t  matched with one 1 
already Ilad in various spots in the garden with 
the name C. decun~bens x C. reflexa. These 
always bloom profusely over a long period and 
propagate easily. I Iove its upright habit and 
small glossy leaves. The oldest plarlts are tcnding 
to lie down so I'm planning on some severe 
pruning on a couple. 

J also bought one ofthwe piana at the 
Conference and ir is doing Jine in tny garden. 11 
came rhrough the winter and I 100kforw~~rd to 
seeing its development in other paris of the 
garden. J hate the nume and if we register if with 
ACRA, I will suggesf something Iike 'Saucy 
Sully'. I believe it was named hy n South 
Ausrralicca. Margie Burnelf tells tlze he has 
named several Correas and has some 
arrangement with Israel over propagation rights. 
I wund~r where it originated? Ed. 

Ida Jackson writes: 

I've been trying to strike a white form of 
C. pulchella growing in remnant scrub on a new 
building estate on Vivonne Avenue in Kingscote. 
On the same estate but about 100 metres soutll of 
Flinders Avenue we found an unusual form of 
what used to be C .  reflexa with white flowers 
fading to pink and splitting as they fade. Paul 
Wilson was quite interested i n  the white form of 
Correa pulchella and thought it would be a good 
thing if it were brought into cuItivation. The 
other Correa he identified as a Correa pulchella 
hybrid and commented on the annoying habit of 
Kangaroo Idand Correas hybridising readily. He 
considered i t  a C .  pulchella x because of the 
shape of the calyx. Hawever, as you can see, 
these i s  a rusty tornenturn on the backs of some 
young leaves. 
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Isabel Smith writes: 

I am having a lot of trouble tracking 
down the origin of C. pulchella 'white', the form 
that is said to originate in the Port Lincoln area. I 
have tried the local SGAP group and several 
nurserymen with no luck. Can any of our 
rnembcrs enlighten me? 

Surely someone out there must have an 
idea. I'd also he very interester1 in adding 
infurnation to the dalabmc. Ed. 

A garden dedicated to C. pulchella 
by Bob O'Neill 

X"m attempting to plant out a small section 
of just C. pulchellas. I have a fair number of 
forms now. Again there is a distinct range 
identifiable by flower, foliage and growth habit - 
even the flowering season. One stronger 
growing, upright hut spreading plant with smnll 
leaves has a light scattering of red bells. The 
Coffin Bay form is more orange, the flowers are 
small but the leaves tend ta be rounded and fairly 
large. 'Waitpingat is prostrate with a wide 
spread. The KI form labelled 'Bob's variant' has 
a more brownish flower. These and others ought 
to make for an interesting little patch. 

It seems thar their existence may be 
threatened by the estate und ir is imperative that 
the genetic lnaterial in these plants not be lest. 
Ida sent me some cuttings and I s/~all endeavour 
lo strike them, trial flwm and hopefiilly i~?troduce 
them to eulfivation at some h e r  rkste. I have 
nsked Ida for the location, so that 1 can name 
them according to o w  policy of naming cziltivars 
cnlIecfed in the wild according to lheir locution, 
Ed. 



Seedlings in the garden by Lloyd Carman 

Seedlings and hybrids in the garden give 
us a great deal of enjoyment even when they are 
quite young. They come up all over the place, on 
paths and driveways, between cracks in concrete 
paving and stone steps where there is a little soil 
between the stones, in pots where other 
advanced plants are stored and of course within 
the confines of the garden beds. They can be 
quite tough and are often walked on along 
pathways because we hadn't realised they were 
there until their size increased. 

Seedlings don't like competition from 
grass and lawns, etc. if not potted on at an early 
stage, they will gradually die out. We use 'Zero' 
or 'Roundup' sprays to reduce the weeds and I 
assume we kill a lot of young Correas because of 
that. Correa seedlings have a common 
characteristic, starting from a germinated seed, 
they put up two cotyledons that are narrow-linear 
and spread horizontally. After a few weeks the 
true leaves appear and it soon becomes apparent 
what the source of the strongest parent is. 

Removing seedlings from the garden and softer 
areas where there is leafmould present should be 
carried out as soon as their true leaves form. If 
allowed to get too large, the tap root and fine 
roots tend to be broken off and if it is to be 
potted on, it may be advisable to treat it as a 
cutting until the root system rejuvenates. 
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water. If it is a sensitive Correa, then plant it in a 
drier area. Likewise mulching is used to 
maintain the soil moisture content so keep it well 
back. 

Insect Attack 
a. Scale 

Easy to fix but unless you are expecting 
it, it may suck the vigour of the plant and often 
attacks the older wood on your Correas. 

b. Slugs and Snails 

These don't seem to find Correas all that 
attractive but occasionally they will eat a leaf or 
two. They will also attack the bark on older 
wood. 

c. Caterpillars 

Mostly attack young tender growth. 

d. Mystery Insects 

They eat the surface of the younger 
!ewes usudly near the tip of the leaf tn a depth of 
about lmm. I 

e. Shot Hole Defects 

Possibly a fungal infection as the inside 
edge of the holes surrounded by the tissue is 
brown and if left alone will cause the bush to 
deteriorate and look very poorly. 

If possible, Correa seedlings are placed f. Earwigs 
in the gndcn where we want them or they are 
potted on until we see their cl~aracteristics and Will nibble away at the edges of leaves 
decide whether tn keep rhem or not. Many are and reduce the plant's attractiveness. 
disposed of to family and friends and to various 
projects. g. Slaters 

Plant Management Problems of Correas 
by Lloyd Carman 

The following are the main problems that 
we have experienced in growing Correas, but 
some species are more susceptible and others are 
not bothered at all. 

Overwatering (Root and Collar Rot) 

I believe I have lost more Correas 
through overwatering than any other cause (I am 
a slow learner). Certainly the potting mix and 
garden soil are important but so is the position 
where they are held in storage or planted in the 
garden, i.e., amongst plants that require more 

Contrary to what some might say the 
slaters enter the drainage holes of pots and eat or 
remove large cavities of both roots and potting 
soil. 

h. Beetles 

A small black beetle only about 1 rnm in 
length bores a small hole (lmm) in the side of an 
unopened flower bud. This causes distortion of 
the bud and flower. 

It must be stressed that the problems 
mentioned affect certain species more than 
others, some are unaffected. There are a number 
of commercial sprays or powders that can control 
these infestations. 



New Names for K.I. Correas 
by Ida Jackson 

I met Paul Wilson when he was working 
at the State Herbarium. I'm so glad he has been 
revising Comas and am particularly pleased with 
his new definitions. So now K.I. has 3 Correas 
only known to grow on the island. I always 
found it very difficult to make our C .  reflexa fit 
the descriptions in the Flora. 

The common red and yellow C. reflexa 
now being C .  backhouseana var. orbicularis - 
well some at the western end of the Island do 
have orbicular leaves - and we now have C. 
reflexa var. insularis which is a very variable 
species. I once found 3 different forms growing 
witl~in a few metres of each other. It uscd to be 
very common round Kingscote but now has 
fallen victim to road widening and Bridal 
Creeper. There is still plenty conserved in 
Dudley Conservation Park and I think at 
Antechamber Bay. It is also common in roadside 
vegetation at the eastern end of the Island. 

Now our form of C. calycina is 
recognised as var. halmaturorum. Good on you, 
Paul! It looks so different from the type and now 
it is official. We don't have C. glabra. I'm so 
glad. Now I can stop looking for it! 

If any member would like to have 
cuttings from any of the above, I'd be pleased to 
send some in return for postage. 

Making sense of the changes 

Why did Paul Wilson split the C. reflexas 
on K.I. into C. backhouseana var. orbicularis 
and C. reflexa var. insularis? The answer lies in 
his key to the species. If one follows it through 
for C. b a c k h o u s e a n a ,  these are the 
characteristics that lead to the identification. 

1. Leaves variably stellate pubescent 
beneath. (star-shaped clusters of short 
hairs on the underside of the leaves). 

4. Corolla not divided into separate petals at 
anthesis (when mature). 

6 .  Calyx without an outgrowth at base. 

7. Calyx truncate (cut off horizontally at tip) 
undulate (wavy) or shortly 4 or 8 lobed. 
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1 2 .  Stamina1 filaments broadened towards 

base (stalks of the stamens); 
anthers not or scarcely reflexed on 
margins (edges of anthers not curved 
backwards) ; 
leaf tomentum various (hairiness varies). 

13* Flowers not subtended by a pair of leaf- 
like bracts. (bracts just above flower on 
the flower-stalk). 

1 5.  Leaves smooth and glabrous above 
(without hairs). 

16. Leaves densely tomentose with minute 
hairs beneath. 

The difference between C. backhouseana 
and C. reflexa splits off in characteristic 13". 
Only C. reflexa and C. eburnea have these 
bracts, which are usudly reflexed or bent back 
and give the species its name. 

However, the key is not as simple as that 
and this is where confusion comes in. For hc 
does list some forms of C. reflexa as not having 
these bracts. However, unlike C. backhouseana, 
the leaves are scabridulous above (rough feeling) 
and coarsely stellate beneath (star-shaped clusters 
of hairs). Of course when it comes to the 
hybrids, they may contain characteristics of both 
parent plants. 

Characteristic 1 is also not very clear 
because it doesn't mention densely tomentose. 
However the only other choice is glabrous 
(smooth, not hairy) so you have to make some 
allowances. 

Here are Paul Wilson's descriptions for 
the two K.I. varieties mentioned by Ida. 

Correa backhouseana var. orbicularis 

Type specimen is from Mt. Thisby, K.I. 
collected on 30th December 1965 by Hj. Eichler 

Leaves mostly broad ovate to almost circular; 
Calyx rusty tomentose (covered with closely 

matted short hairs); 
Corolla red with yellowish tip; 
Anthers well exserted (poking out of the flower), 

oblong or narrowing towards apex, 
somewhat triangular in cross-section on 
dehiscence (pollen release) 

Grows in coastal heath in sand often over 
limestone. 

10. Calyx truncate, undulate, or 4-dentate; 
leaves mostly ovate (oval-shaped) 



Dudley Peninsula, Flinders Chase N.P., Karatta 
(collected 1 883), Pennington Bay. 

This variety hybridises with C. reflexa 
var. insularis and many collections are somewhat 
intermediate between the two taxa. The anthers in 
some specimens are nmow-triangular, which 
suggest introgression with C. reflexa, although 
in lcaf and indumentum (hairiness) this taxon is 
closer to C. backhouseana. 

 con^ reflcxa var insularis 

To find the variety one has to first track 
down the differences between it and other 
varieties of C, reflexa. 

1. Corolla green to yellow 
2. Calyx truncate or dentate (either no teeth 

or some teeth on edge of calyx) 
3. Flowers erect to drooping, not obviously 

clasped by foliaceous bracts (leaf-Iike) 
4. Calyx fawn tomentose (hairy) 

anthers prominently exerted (poke out) 

Type specimen collected Hundred of Haines K.I. 
by P.J. Lang on 23rd May, 1989. 

Erect shrub to 2 m high. 

Leaves broadly ovate to circular, 
mostly 1.5-2cm long, 
flat, rounded at base, 
obtuse (rounded at tip), 
petiole (leaf-stalk) c. 4mm long, 
upper surface minutely stellate- 
scabridulous (rough), 
lower surface tomentose with obvious 
stellate hairs. 

Flowers terminal to branches, 
not surrounded by obvious leafy bracts. 

Calyx thin, cup-shaped, 3-4rnm long, 
truncate and shortly 4-dentate (4 teeth) 
fawn tomentose. 

Corolla narrow cylindrical, c. 2 cm long, 
yellowish green with rusty tip, 
moderately stellate towards apex but 
sparsely so towards base. 

Anthers well exerted, narrow-oblong and 
narrowed towards an obtuse apex. 

Endemic to the eastern half of Kangaroo 
Island where found on a variety of soils 
including ironstone and sand. 
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lkm N. of Flour Cask Bay, Dudley C.P., 
Nepean Esplanade. 

This variety hybridises with C. 
decumbens and with C. backhouseana var. 
orbicularis. 

Similar to C. reflexa var. nurnmulariifolia 
from Bass Str. in which variety the anthers are 
enclosed or just exerted and the calyx 
hemispherical and densely rusty tomentose. 

Netnews 

Have you ever been given a cutting or 
plant with the location on the label but you don't 
know where it is .  You want LO know so that you 
can piant i t  in the right position in the garden. 
Your atlas is not detailed enough and you scratch 
your head wondering where on earth the plant 
came from. Do not despair! Help is at hand but 
there's a catch. You need to be able to access the 
internet. Now those of you who are not yet on- 
line (which is p~ssib!.; thc bulk of our 
membership) you can access the web in your 
local library. 

The Department of Environment, Sport 
and Territories has a site dedicated to Australian 
Geographic Place Names known as a Gazetteer. 

The site address is: 

It was last modified on 7th August 1997 
so is quite up to date. You simply type in the 
place name and up comes the State and 
latitudellongitude. 

I have a copy of the Readers Digest 
Complete Atlas of Australia and it is easy to find 
locations if you have latitude/longitude. 

So now, no location is a mystery 
anymore. Isn't technology great? This is what 
the internet was designed for - making a wealth 
of information available to all regardless of 
where you live. 

Recently I was contacted by Michael 
Gillespie, who runs Windmill Nursery in 
Louisa, Virginia, USA. He is growing Correa 
alba, Correa backhouseana var. backhouseana 
and a mystery Correa called C. 'Pink Parfait'. 
He bought the latter from World Plants in 
Oregon. They run a mail order service on the 
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Internet and specidise in rare and unusual plants. 
I looked at their lst but was disappointed to find 
only C .  alba and G. backhausiana listed. Their 
address is: 

The funny part about this stmy is that 
when Don Weybury told me about his seedling 
over the phone, I didn't write it down and then 
forgot the exact n m e .  Somehow I came up with 
'Pink Parfait', which is what 1 put into the 
database Initially, but then Don informed me 1 
was wrong ancl the real name was 'Pink Sorbet'. 
You can imagine my surprise when Mike 
Gillespie told me he was growing a plant called 
'Pink Parfait'! Does anyonc believe in ESP? 

Tasmanian Expedition 

At this stage it looks like we'll be going 
to Tasmania during the July school holidays in 
1999. It's unfortunate that Q~reensland decided 
to bold the ASGAP Cnnference at that time, 
which means that some members will be heading 
north rather than south. Come to think of it 
that's not a bad idea in winter. 

I enquired as to whether we would could 
go at another time and still collect a good range 
but it seems that Easter would be too early and 
October too late. 

As with previous plans, I hope to link up 
with the various Tasmanian groups so that we 
get directed to the best locations. 1 will be 
collecting for the two Botanic Gardens again and 
for the Study Group collection. Ti you would 
like to join us, please let me know. We will be 
travelling by overnight ferry from Melbourne to 
Devonport and taking our car with us, We hope 
to stay in budget accommodation. 
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